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Abstract  

Because of Inefficiency of shared bus Networks on chip that is a new architecture has recently attracted much attention of 

researchers. Recent progress in semiconductor technology forced researchers to design more complete circuit in chips. 

Although the subject of networks on chip is proposed in this decade, but in the short time since the presentation of this idea, it 

has been an important issue in computer architecture. The most important factor in networks on chip performance which has 

directly related to the routing algorithm is reduction in transmit delay, power consumption and switch count. In proposed 

paper presented an Adaptive congestion Sensitive Routing Algorithm based on the number of steps in networks on chip for 

mesh topology in order to achieve greater speed and performance, reducing the packet loss and efficient use of switch 

buffers. 
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Introduction 

The reasons of increasing interest in networks on chip could be 

found by studying the evolution of integrated circuits and the 

growing need for electronic systems. Complex microprocessors 

indeed have a role in the development of computer technology. 

Although numerous attempts to complete it, but today it is 

considered as a simple matter to us. With the increase of 

compression ability the system on a chip idea proposed to 

integrate a circuit on a printed circuit board inside a chip. This 

architecture has some advantages such as low power 

consumption, more resistance to environmental noise, shorter 

design time and smaller circuit size
1, 2

. 

 

In the other hand decreasing the size of the CPU caused to 

creating imbalance between on-chip wire delay and the gates 

delay. That's why today on-chip communication is one of the 

crucial factors for increasing the system performance. Network 

on chip technology is one of the ways that presented in context 

of on-chip communication, which largely solves the 

communication problems. 

 

Nowadays, with the rapid development of the semiconductor 

industry, the number of units in a system on chip 

implementation is increased. This growing trend has made it 

possible to perform parallel processing on a chip. Due to the 

non-performance of on-chip bus Interconnection where there are 

many processors, the network on chip or NOC topic was 

discussed in the early of this decade. 

 

In this paper proposed a novel routing algorithm that decreases 

network delay and the energy consumption. In the second 

Section we will introduce the network on chip. In the third 

Section we will introduce the existing routing algorithms. In the 

fourth section, we present a new adaptive routing algorithm. In 

Section five simulation environment and the results of the 

simulation algorithm is presented. Section six summarizes the 

results of the work. 

 

Networks on chip 

Figure-1 shows a simple network on chip. Each NOC consists 

of links, nodes, and each node consists of one processing 

element and one router
2,3

. Network topology is specified 

through the graph consists of nodes connected in the network 

design. Nodes can be connected to form any topology. The most 

important Topologies are: Two-dimensional mesh, ring and 

circle mesh. Between all topologies, mesh due to its simple 

structure and easy implementation capabilities is the most 

commonly used topology. 

 

Because of several different paths to get from one node to 

another in NOC, packets should use an algorithm to find their 

destination which named routing algorithm. Usually location of 

route decision, how to specify the path and the path length are 

three criteria that use to classify routing algorithms
4, 5

. 

 

Based on location of decisions, routing algorithms are divided 

into two categories: source routing and distributed routing. In 

first type, the path is specified in source and all relevant 
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information is placed in the packet header while in distributed 

routing algorithms, the rout decision is continues along the way 

thus it is enough to place the destination address in the packet 

header. In this way it is possible to replace a blocked path with a 

new one. 

 

 
Figure-1 

A simple network on chip 
 

Based on how to specify the path, routing algorithms are 

classified into two categories: adaptive and deterministic. In the 

deterministic algorithms, decisions are made solely based on 

source and destination address, so all packets that have the same 

source and destination have the same path. But in the adaptive 

algorithms, In addition to the source and destination addresses 

the network traffic is an effective factor to route packets and if 

the traffic is high, there is more possibility to redirect packets to 

use of low traffic paths. So packets that have same source and 

destination may be use different paths with difference for 

transport. In these algorithms there is a possibility of deadlock 

and confusion
6
.  

 

Based on the path length routing algorithms are classified into 

two categories: minimum and non-minimum. The first one is 

always the shortest path but in the non-minimal algorithms, the 

shortest path is not required and can transport packets through 

the longer paths to reduce delay. 

 

In distributed routing, in the source node simply the destination 

address specified and placed in the packet header and while 

transporting the packets each node individually make a route 

decision. In the packets transporting path if the next receiver 

node buffers are full packets cannot continue the path and stops 

moving forever, this called a deadlock. In other word a deadlock 

occurs in a network when a number of network resources are 

waiting for each other in a loop
5
. 

 

In comparison with minimal routing algorithms when non-

minimal routing algorithms are used, there are more paths to 

route from source to destination and this can cause confusion 

which means that packets are in a circulation around the 

destination node but don’t reach this node. If due to heavy 

network traffic the network resources are in the service of other 

packets, Packets cannot pass through and stop in a point forever, 

this called starvation
7
. 

 

Importance of networks on chip 

Because it is impossible to repair systems on Silicon these 

systems differs from other systems. These systems must be 

designed properly so that they do not need to repair or any 

changes. 

 

Due to Internet network ability to control system complexity 

and reliable service despite local problems and errors, it is able 

to guarantee service quality, even though the difference between 

Internet nodes and links. It is clear that network technology is a 

useful tool for the improvement of systems design technology in 

highly integrated circuits
6
. On the other hand, it is an attempt to 

using the network properties, to achieve reliable and high-speed 

on-chip communications. Some believe that the network on chip 

means placing the network protocols such as TCP / IP on the 

silicon but it is not possible due to high complexity and a delay. 

 

The method of designing networks on chip should be simple and 

effective to achieve a high-speed On-chip communication. 

Bandwidth, delay and power consumption should be used to 

compare communications. 

 

Integrated circuits in multiple layers of wire so that they can be 

used to transfer data and control information. Data buses are 

used to transfer data in parallel. Existing of processing units and 

storage units on chip will increase transmission rate. However, 

by using of the bus the environment has become a highly 

competitive environment
2
. 

 

In summary, the main purpose for the use of networks on chip is 

to achieve high performance. Simple solutions cannot handle all 

requirements of all on chip processing and storage units. For 

example, on-chip buses can only handle a limited number of 

units. In addition, due to noise and complexity of arbitration 

(Arbiter) performance will decreases in the buses. 

 

Previous work 

In recent years, researchers have tried to develop routing 

algorithms with maximum performance for networks on chip. 

These algorithms are introduced in this section. 

 

XY routing algorithm: In deterministic routing, the path 

between source and destination is determined and does not 

change. This path is established before packet transporting. 

Because it is easy and cheap to implement many networks are 

compatible with this routing algorithm. The switches are easy to 

implement in this routing algorithm. XY is an example of 

deterministic routing algorithm that can be used in a regular 

two-dimensional mesh topology. Position of the mesh nodes and 

network components will be defined by their coordinates. X 
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Coordinate used for horizontal direction and Y Coordinate used 

for vertical direction. In XY packets first route to X dimension 

and then route to Y dimension
4
. 

 

West-First routing algorithm: In West-First, the nodes of the 

mesh which are located in the West have a higher priority than 

others. In this algorithm when the X coordinate of the source is 

greater than the X coordinate of the destination, packets will 

route in the same way as XY and when X coordinate of the 

source is smaller than the X coordinate of the destination 

depending on the agreement packets will route to one of East, 

North or South directions. Because when it comes to a blocking 

mode and cannot move the other nodes packets can move 

through another path due to an agreement, the total time to 

transmit packets decreases
3
. 

 

North-First routing algorithm: In North-First, the nodes of the 

mesh which are located in the North have a lower priority than 

others. . In this algorithm when the Y coordinate of the source is 

greater than the Y coordinate of the destination, packets will 

route in the same way as XY and when Y coordinates of the 

source is smaller than the Y coordinate of the destination 

depending on the agreement packets will route to one of West, 

South or East directions
5
. 

 

Negative-First routing algorithm: In Negative-First, the nodes 

of the mesh which are located in the South and West have a 

higher priority than others. In this algorithm, packets are 

moving in the North or West negative direction. When the X 

coordinate of the source is greater than the X coordinate of 

destination and Y coordinate of the source is smaller than the Y 

coordinate of the destination or vice versa packet will route 

deterministically. This algorithm is deadlock free and doesn’t 

have starvation
3
. 

 

Odd-Even routing algorithm: Odd-Even is one of the adaptive 

algorithms based on rotational model. This algorithm in 

compare with other adaptive algorithms that do not use virtual 

channel has more versatility and low overhead
8, 9

.  

 

In this algorithm like other algorithms, a series of restrictions 

are applied in turns to avoid deadlock. In order to avoid 

deadlock OE restricts in places where some turns can happen to 

prevent the occurrence waiting in turns. Thus, this model does 

not remove any of the turns. This causes the degree of 

adaptively of this algorithm be much higher than previous 

algorithms. 

 

Generally there are two main rules in OE: Rule one: in every 

node which located in an even column no packet is allowed to 

turn from East to North and from East to South. Rule two: on 

every node that located in an odd column no packet is allowed 

to turn from South to West and from North to West. It is proven 

that each routing algorithm which uses the OE rules will be 

deadlock-free
9
.  

 

DyAD routing algorithm: In DyAD routing algorithm the idea 

is that to work in deterministic mode in low traffic, to have a 

little (delay or latency) and work in adaptive mode when the 

network congestion exceeded a certain threshold. According to 

the latest reports Odd-Even adaptive algorithm has better 

performance than other provided adaptive algorithms 
8
. Another 

reason for using this algorithm is that the all algorithms which 

developed based on Odd-Even algorithm are deadlock-free and 

have a higher degree of success in compare with other 

algorithms. When it need to route packets in a deterministic 

mode the Odd-Even algorithm can be modified in order to work 

in deterministic mode. It is also possible simply by eliminating 

adaptive properties of this algorithm. This deterministic 

algorithm called DyAD. 

 

This method is used in deterministic mode because of two main 

reasons: firstly it is based on Odd-Even and will be deadlock 

free and secondly because of its compatibility with the Odd-

Even there is no need to use additional equipment to implement 

the routers. This algorithm is based on the same rules as Odd-

Even thus all necessary equipment are the same as equipment 

that previously used for Odd-Even. This algorithm benefits the 

advantages of both deterministic algorithms and Odd-Even 

algorithm that has reasonable degree of success and does not 

require additional hardware for its implementation, so the 

network performance improved in low traffic and even in high 

congestion
8
.  

 

Introduce the new adaptive routing algorithm: Our proposed 

algorithm which called ACHR is a new algorithm based XY 

routing algorithm. According to number of steps and load 

propagation and inspired by the XY algorithm that introduced in 

Section 2, a new adaptive algorithm which called Adaptive 

Constant Hop Routing (AHCR) for networks on chip is 

introduced In this section. If we can act on XY routing 

algorithm, in a manner that packet forwarding decisions make 

based on two parameters X and Y, then it effectively decrease 

network latency
10,11

. 

 

Deciding to move based on both X and Y parameters will 

reduce the number of decisions to reach the destination and has 

a positive impact on network latency. That is examined all 

twelve different possible states between two nodes of network 

instead of four states (four states are the states that Xs and Ys 

are equal and the other states are the states that Xs and Ys are 

unequal plus X and Y with respect to each other). Adaptive 

routing algorithm based on XY routing is represented in figure-

2. 

 
This algorithm is deadlock free as XY. For the routing of 
packets at a node, if the X and Y coordinates of destination are 
larger than X and Y coordinates of the current node then there 
are two possible cases: The packet will be sent to the North 
firstly and then to the East. The packet will be sent to the East 
firstly and then to the North. One of these two cases will select 
randomly. This will cause to distributing traffic across the 
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network. It should be noted that here the both comparisons are 
made on one node. 
 
Also if the opposite conditions happen and X and Y coordinates 
of destination are smaller than the X and Y coordinates of 
current node then there are two possible cases: The packet will 
be sent to the South firstly and then to the West. The packet will 
be sent to the West firstly and then to the South. 
 
Based on this algorithm if the X and Y coordinates of 
destination are equal to X and Y coordinates of the current node 
the packets directly move to the destination. That might happen 
4 states: if the X's are equal, in which case the packets must sent 
in the up or down (vertical axis) direction depend on the Y 
coordinates of destination is smaller than the Y coordinates or 
not and if the Y's are equal, in which case the packets must sent 
in the right or left (horizontal axis) direction depend on the X 
coordinates of destination is smaller than the X coordinates or 
not. 
 
In this algorithm, the entire routing is completely layout. Data 
distributing is also very convenient because each node decides 
based on the appropriate ratio (∆y / ∆x or ∆x / ∆y) for 
transmitting in horizontal or vertical axis. 
 
In the proposed algorithm if a node wants to send data to 
another node, two conditions hold: i. The path has the minimum 
number of steps. ii. Traffic between two nodes is transferred 
equally to all directions (in terms of Probability). 
 
The proposed algorithm cause the network load distribute 
appropriately in whole network and all nodes between the 
source and destination have the same chance of passing traffic 
from them. 
 
All the cases that mentioned here are to improve load balancing 
in networks on chip and this helps the network stability and 
reduces the overall traffic in the network. 

 

Simulation and evaluation of the proposed routing 

algorithm 
 

The simulations are done in MATLAB software environment. 
This simulator is powerful software to simulating in many fields 
such as electrical, mechanical, computer, etc., which normally 
has the ability to work on the NOC. The simulation includes a 
network on chip which is made of 8 × 8 mesh. Each processing 
element generates the packets in size of 8 fleets and injects them 
in the network. The path selection strategy is Neighbors-on-Path 
and the number of simulations is 40,000 cycles

12-17
. 

 
Evaluation under random traffic: In random traffic, each 
processing element can transmit packets to another processing 
element with equal probability. In other words, in this model, 
the probability that a packet destined for a particular node is 
equal to other nodes. 
 
Figures-3, 4 and 5 show the results of the maximum (delay or 

latency), performance (throughput), and the amount of energy 
consumption in the routing algorithm. In these diagrams, the 
horizontal axis represents the performance of different 
algorithms. From the comparison it is estimated that the new 
adaptive routing algorithm has less (delay or latency) than other 
adaptive and deterministic algorithms. 
 

 
Figure-2 

Proposed Algorithm 
 
Another parameter that was investigated is the throughput of 
network, which results are illustrated in figure-4. In this 
diagram, horizontal axis represents rate packets generated by the 
processing elements and vertical axis represents the throughput 
of the network. This comparison well reflects the fact that the 
performance of new adaptive routing algorithm is much better 
than other algorithms. 
 
The last parameter that has been studied is the total amount of 
energy consumed by the mentioned algorithm in comparison of 
other algorithms. The results of this study are shown in figure-5. 
As expected, the total amount of energy consumed by the 
proposed algorithm is less than other algorithms. 
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Conclusion 

One of the issues of networks on chip is packets transmission 

speed and the selection of appropriate routing algorithm is 

among the factors that has a direct impact on it. As was seen in 

Section 4 the results of the implementation of a new adaptive 

routing algorithm are far better than deterministic and semi-

adaptive routing algorithms. It can be found from the chart that 

selecting a fast and efficient algorithm how can be effective in 

increasing the performance of a NOC. 
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Figure-5 

Comparison of power consumption of different nodes in different algorithm 
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